
 

Answer-to-Question-_1_

1) Description of the transactions

The controlled transactions of the E-Scoot Group consist in the purchase and resale of the 

three versions of electric scooters.

To accureatly delineate those controlled transactions, the following typical process shoudl 

be followed:

- Analysis of the contractual provisions;

- Functional analysis;

- Characteristics of the goods transferred;

- Economic circumstances and market conditions;

- Business strategies.

We identify the following tranactions:

a) Bewteen E-Scoot Sub 1 and E-Scoot : purchase of electric scooters from the parent

company to distribute in the local market B. The three versions of the scooters are diffrent

(technical characteristics) and resold with three-year warranty.

b) Between E-Scoot Sub 2 and E-Scoot : purchase of electric scooters from the parent

company to distribute in the local market C. The three versions of the scooters are diffrent

(technical characteristics) and two of them are resold with warranty.

The econcomic circumstances of the parties are different here. Indeed, E-Scoot Sub 2 

contracts with an independant party to customize the products, sold without warranty.

c) Between E-Scoot Sub 3 and E-Scoot : provision of R&D services and intra-groupe

administrative services.  These two types of services are different in term of value added

and should be treated differently in matter of transfer pricing (TP).



d) Between E-Scoot subsidiaries and E-Scoot ltd: this is a "deemed transaction" that is 
reflected from the conduct of the parties. Actually, E-Scoot Ltd owns the IP which is 
used, somehow, by the subsidiaries to sell the scooters in their respective markets. Such 
right for use of IP (brand for instance and expertise) should be taken into consideration in 
matter of (TP).

2) Funactional analysis

a) E-Scoot Ltd:

E-Scoot Ltd manufacturs the electric scooters with its expertise and on which it owns IP 
rights. As such, it assumes the manufacturing risks. E-Scoot Ltd assumes also the risk 
relating to sale (market risks, diffrences in markets B and C).

E-Scoot Ltd is characterized as (i) full-fledged manufacturer and (ii) owner of the IP it 
owns and develops itslef (even a related party provides R&D services to E-Scoot Ltd), it 
is this later as we may understand that bears the risks).

b) E-Scoot Sub 1:

E-Scoot does not perfom a routine distribution function (pure distribution ofr scooter) but 
it performs designing and marketing functions to enhabce the group's brand and boost 
sales. This fucntion is meant to add value.

Morover, it assumes warranty risk on the three versions of scooters and the risk of 

marketing strategy that could result in negative impacts of not well designed strategy or 

not aligned with that of the Group.

It is worth noting that E-Scoot Sub 1 bears the competition risk relating the sale of 

electricl scooter of E-Scoot Ltd sold by an independant party in the market B.

E-Scoot Sub 1 is not a limited risk distributor.



c) E-Scoot Sub 2:

the functional profile of E-Scoot Sub 2 could be assimilated to that of E-Scoot 1 with the 
following diffrences to take into consideration:

- E-Scoot Sub 2 assumes the warranty risk one scooter version only;

- E-Scoot Sub 2 assumes less risks regarding customization of product;

- E-Scoot sub 2 does not bear the compettion risk in market C.

E-Scoot Sub 2 is not a limited risk distributor.

d) E-Scoot Sub 3:

This subsidiary performs services of diffeent nature that require diffrent level of risks:

- R&D services: value adding services for E-Scoot Ltd which result in the IP

developpement. E-Scoot Sub 3 is not involved in CCA to get shaerd profit of the IP

developped.

- Adminsitrative services: that could qualify as low adding value services.

3) Selection and application of TP methods

The OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines (OECD TPG) recognize five methods to 

determine the arm's lengh transfer price for controlled transactions: 3 traditional methods 

(CUP method, cost plus method, resale minus method) and two trasnactional methods 

(transactional net margin method (TNMM) and the split profit method).

a) The CUP method

This method consists in comparing the price of comparable incontrolled transaction with 

that of the controlled transaction analyzed. it is the direct method and the prefered one if 

conditions are suitable.



For the case at hand, its application could present some problems notabally from a 

comprability standpoint. 

In fact, for the distribution transactions identified above, the CUP method implies finding 

in the market B, for example, similar electric scooters imported and made locally. The 

characteristics of the the sccoter are extermely important (technical capacities, design, 

speed...)to ensure a fair enougoh comparability. 

It is worth noting that an internal comprable transaction is availabel in the ocuntry B. E-

Scoot Ltd seels also electric scooters to an independant party, Scooter Blazer. The sale 

price applied by E-scoot LTd to Scooter Blazer could the right guidance. However, as we 

have not information on the characterstics of the scooters sold to Scooter Blazer, it is 

important to make sure whether relavant and accurate adjustements could be made to 

apply correctly the CUP method.

For example, the electric scooters sold to Scooter Blazer are of low speed or unbranded 

comparaed to to those sold to E-Scoot Sub 1. If an adjustment coul be made, the cUP 

method is the prefered method.

That is said, for the case of E-Scoot Sub 2, if no comprable transactions are identified, the 

CUP method could be difficult to put into place. A solution to adapt the application of 

this method is may be to compare the markets B and C to see wheter they can turn out 

comparable for the application of the CUP method.

Also, for the remuernation of IP right of E-Scoot Ltd, a licence fee determiend by a CUP 

method could be envisgaed.

As the experience generally shows that CUP method is diffcult to run in the practice 

(being senstivie to diffrecnes between prducts and the diffculty to make accurate 

adjustemts) other methods can be applied.



b) The cost plus method

This method consists in applying an arm's length gross margin to costs of the tested party 

to the transaction.

It is appropriate in the case of production and provision of services.

for the case at hand, it is the most appropriate for the:

- The R&D and intra-groupe services rendered by E-Scoot Sub 3.

- The distribution of scooter with functions adding value.

Based on gross margin, this method generally does not pose problems in finding 

comprable data on uncontrolled trnasactions. It is simple of use as it draws on the 

accurate accounting determination of costs.

c) The resale minus method

This method consist in deducting from the sale price an arm's length margin to to dterpine 

the prucahse transfer price.

it is approriate in case of the distributers with limited risks (not performing other 

functions adding high value or implying the use of intangibles).

This method should not be the moste appropriate for distribution transactions as defined 

above.

d) The TNMM

This method is similar to the cost plys method but it draw on net margin not gross 

margin. 



 

The use of this method is of geat succes for the following reasons:

- Avialabe information and data on net margins for uncotrolled transactions;

- Less sensitive to slight diffrences in goods and functions

For the case of distribution of electric scooters, this method could be applied. The 

pruchase price would be deducted infine. 

Indeed, this method could better reflect the remuenration of functons of design and 

marketing rendered by the subsidiaries in market B and C. 

Adjustements relating to warranties could be taken into consideration if not reflected in 

the net margin.

d) The split profit method

This method consist in sharing the combined profit of a group among the relating 

companies, parties to contrlled transations. The allocation is made based on the allocation 

key (turnover, assets...)

This method has won some interest due to BEPs works on digital eocnomy and 

intrangibles. It is indeed appropriate to transations that are interrlated and interconnecte 

(such the developpement of an intagibl asset of unique value).

This method does not require comparable data but it is dificult to make into place as it 

required adminsitrative works.

This method is not recommended for the case at hand.

Answer-to-Question-_2_

1) Functional analysis



 

- LS : performs the mining extraction and sale of mining products efined and operated to

related and unrelated parties. It assumes this risk of extrcation and that of sale.

- LS Sub 1 : performs distribution in country B of pruchased commodities from LS. Low

risk assumed (routine functions).

- LS Sub 2 : Holding the IP of the LS group which use by other related parties requires

remuneration and performs sales and marketing services to LS (we assume in all

markets).

LS Sub 2 bears a financial risk relating to the loan it borrowed.

The performance of functonal analysis follows a process and practical raod map in order 

to reach relavant results. 

The functional analysis starts with the analysis of the group, its activities and market 

position,its competetors and financial performance. A SWOT analysis is always 

recommended.

Then the anlaysis narrows to describe the role of each memeber in the global value 

creation (detrmining the R&D memeber, producters, distributers,...). For this purpose, the 

collection of of information is the first step to start with. Interviews and questionnaire 

discussed with the key resposible persons in the Group is recommended.

The information collected is then reconfirmed and presented in the form of precesses 

(production process, financial process, logistics process...)

The objective is identifiy the functions performed by each party, the assets used and the 

risks assumed. Indeed, the remuneration generally depend on the level of these three 

components. 



2) Application of TP methods

The question is to define the arm's length price of the commodities X & Y sold by LS to 

LS Sub 1. 

There are two cases:

* The commidities are traded on a worldwilde market

In this case, the traded price (e.g. price of the Gold globally traded)could be a guidance 

for the application of the CUP method and determine the sale price of X & Y.

* The commodities are not trated on worldwide market

In this case, the CUP method could accurelat apply if an uncontrolled transaction is 

identified in the country B. Otherwise, one can take the price applied to sale made to the 

independant party in country C by applying any adjustment relating to market 

specificities.

As dicussed, the application of CUP method could be diffcult. As such, the resale minus 

method could appropriate for LS Sub 1 as it is a pure distributor of commodities in the 

country D. 

Regarding LS Sub 2, we note the following:

The value of the transfer of IP rights to LS Sub 2 should give rise to arm's lenght 

remuenration. As this ais unique intrngible asset (brandname), the CUP method oculd not 

apply and the valuation method such as DCF could be appopriate.

The marketing services to be run in the markets for LS must be remunerated taking into 

account the functions, assets and risk assumed by Ls Sub 2. 



The cost plus method shoudl be approriate. However, we are of the view that risk reatign 

to financial costs shoudl not be taken into account as LS Sub 2 as this related to the 

financing structure of Ls Sub 2 not on its activities as marker an seller.

3) Comparability issues

Comparability bewteen sales made to Corvex and Ls Sub 1:

* Volume of sales of commodities X&Y;

* Market conditions in country B and ocuntry C (the size of the market, currency,forex

risk...);

Case of trade commoditities

* date of trading;

* volume of trading;

* conditions of transport and logistics;..

4) Further issues:

In this case study, it is not clear how LS Sub 2 would be remunerated after having the IP 

asset and how this woudl intrect with the sales in countries B and C.

LS Sub 2 is based in country D not in countries B and C and is mant to provide sales and 

marketing activites ot LS, meanly acting in those two countries B and C.

a BEPS question coudl arise about this set-up especially that LS has transferred its IP to 

that entity.

Thus, the Group LS has to justify the exact role of this entty, Ls Sub 2, and how the sales 

an marketing activiti are endred in markets B and C.



The effectivnes is the basic rule ofr intra-group services in matter of TP. Otherwise, the 

whole set-p sould be disregardeD.

Moreover, Ls must also justify the financing of Ls of such a big amount compared to its 

activites (sales and marketing).

Answer-to-Question-_3_

1) Issues with regards intra-group services

The OECD TPG provides a thourough guidance in the chapter VII relating to intra-

grouep services.

a) Benefit test

An intra-group is valid from a TP perspective if it is effective. It means it correponds to a 

real businens need of the beneficiary company and enhances its commercial position.

If not real, an intra-group service si disregarded for TP purposes and could result in 

double taxation.

b) Non-dupplication

An intra-groupe service must not duplicate a same services rendred by the beneficiay 

itself or through a third part. For example, if Virtual subsidiaty has an accountant in its 

team that prepare annual financial statements, the services invoced by the head offcie for 

the same service is not valid.

b) Shareholders' services

It happends that the shaerholder provide services, as sharholder duty, to its subidiries. 

Such services do nto qualify as such for the pruposes of TP.



Actually, services such the preparation of consolidated financial statements, the 

organisation of the annual board meetings... are sharhodlers' duties and shoud not be 

recharegd to subsidiaries.

c) Incidental services

A benefit that a subisidary could get from its mere belongin to a group is not an intra-

groupe services unless a delibreate action has been taken in this sens.

d) Invoicing method

The OECD TPG prefers a direct invoicing method that should refelect each service 

individually. global or indirect invoicing methods are generally challenged.

e) Arm's length rmeuernation

Once the inta-grouep service is valid, it must be priced at arm's length. To do so, one has 

to place itself between the view of the provider and the beneficiary. 

The factors to take into consideration are:

- For the provider: the costs engaged.

- For the benficiary; the value of the service rendred and the price that an independent

party woudl have paid for the same service.

2) Services to not charge

As discussed before, the followign services shoudl not be charged:

* Administration: services that devlove upon the sharholeer duties should not be charged.



The Other services prvided seem to be real and should be charged to th subisdiaries. 

Special attention should be put on the sales services to not duplicate the selling activities 

of the subsidiaries.

3) Transfer pricing method(s)

The prefered mthod is the CUP method. However, in the practice, this method could not 

be applicable (see above).

Followign the OECD TPG, the cost plus method is the most appropriate. Putting this 

method into place follows two steps:

The cost basis:

All costs engaged for rendereing the intra-groupe services must be inlcuded in the basis, 

keping into mid the accounting standards that soudlbe similar to that of comparables.

Mark-up rate:

This coudl be determined by a comaprability study. However, for the low adding value 

services (adminstration, logitsics, humain ressources...) tha simlified approach coudl 

apply. Therefore, the mark-up is a flat rate of 5% (no need for documentation).

Answer-to-Question-_7_

1) Type of APA

An APA is an agreement between the taxpayer and one or more tax amdinsitration in 

order to fix, a priori, the transfer pricing method for one or more controlled transactions.

This procedure, included in many jusdictions (Morocco in 2015)provides for a protection 

of transfer pricing ltigiation for certain period and under some conditions.



For the case at hand as the associated entities are based in treay and non treay countries, a 

bilatteral or multilateral APA is preferable to reduce the risk of double taxation, to 

provide fairness to alla parties and to givne more certainty to the taxpayers.

2) Simulatneaous tax audits

Simulatneours tax audits in matter of TP is a form of mutual assistance between tax 

administrations. It is generally beneficial when information of the one party are relavant 

to the other party. The efficent communication between admnistrations canmake the 

process smooth and result and TP adjustements acceptable to all parties.

The simulatneous tax audit avoids the risks of unilateral adjustements and the risk of 

double taxation.

Most importanatly, the simultaneaous tax audit generall result in mutual agreement 

between the tax administration.

3) Options to avoide double taxation

Recently the OECD has worked on options to make available to tax administration and 

taxpayers in ordert to solve the double taxation problems arising from TP tax audit:

The mutual agreement: is provided for by article 25 of the OECD MC thatallows tax 

amdinsitration and taxpayers to resolve double taxation issues by mutual agreement. This 

procedure could also apply to correlative adjustement (par 2 of article 9) so to aleviate the 

tax costs for the taxpayer.

The arbirtage prcedure: it is included in the action 14 of the BEPS project even though 

though about since 2008 (par 4 of articel 25).

This procedure woudl allow to redduce TP conflicts and litigations.



 

Answer-to-Question-_9_

1) CCA

a) Definition and arm's length

The CAA is an arrangement within a group to contribute together to an intangiale asset, 

tangible asset or provide services. it is generally developped in the case of the 

deveoppement of intrangible assets.

This arrangement consist in sharing costs bewteen particpating entities with a view to 

sharing exepcted profits.

Therefore, from a TP perspective, an entity would not enter into a CCA is it had not 

expected profits from this CCA.

The focus is based on onctributions (value) rather than costs.

Therefore, in order to determine the arm's length of contributiuons, tax administrations 

would test the expected mutual profits. An important attention should be put on 

compensatory payements.

b) Withdrawl and termination

When a participating member withdraws from the CCA, a question is raised about its 

compensation. 

Therefore, generally we proceed to the valuation of the asset developped at stage to 

detrmine the portion value of the withdrawing entity.



When a CCA is terminated, there shoudl be no tax advsere consequences as long as each 

participant owns the intangible or tangible asset developped in the frame of CCA.

2) Country by Country Report

The CbCR has been introduced as part of the new rules about transfer documentation 

which allows to tx amdinistration to have information abotu the global activities of one 

groupe (under some conditions of trunover and capital structure (utlimate groups)).

In Morocco, the CbCR was intrduced in 2020 on the basis of OCED rules. it provides that 

ultimate groupe sin Morococ having a certain level of tunover must communicate a 

reporting about ther subsidiarues and PE in other countries.

This reporting should enhance communication and exchnage of information between 

countries and enhance mutual assiatance.


